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Abstract. We outline some aspects of a dilogarithmic quantum field the-

ory (DQFT) for a 2+1 bordism category based on 3-manifolds equipped

with principal flat PSL(2, C) bundles. We give some geometric evidence

that it could be pertinent to 3D gravity, and we describe the building

blocks of DQFT: the matrix dilogarithms.
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1. Introduction

This paper arises from two talks given at the “Seminario Matematico e
Fisico” (Milano) on November 2003, and at the Colloquium of the “Institut
Mathematique de Jussieu” (Paris) on April 2004, respectively. The text
keeps the rather informal talk style.

Firstly we are going to say a little bit more precise in which sense the
terms that appear in the title are used. We stress that, in spite of the fact
that we are going to use a somewhat allusive terminology, we do not claim
any actual physical content; at most we are playing with a (non trivial) and
hopefully suggestive toy model.

1.1. 3D Gravity

Thanks to the 3-dimensional peculiarity that

“Ricci implies Riemann”
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we can roughly say that classical 3D (pure) gravity concerns the study
of Riemannian or Lorentzian 3-manifolds of constant curvature. The sign
of the curvature coincides with the sign of the cosmological constant. We
stipulate that all manifolds are oriented and that the Lorentzian spacetimes
are also time-oriented. We also include in the picture the presence of world
lines of “particles”; along these lines we have concentrated singularities of
the metric; a typical example is given by the cone manifolds of constant
curvature with cone locus at some embedded link, where the cone angles
reflect the “mass” of the particles. In the Lorentzian case we also require
that the world lines are of causal type (see e.g. [7]). Another intriguing
ingredient of the Lorentzian sector of the theory, is the global causality.
A huge amount of literature concerns the cases which satisfy very strong
global causality assumptions, in particular the domains of dependence D(S)
of compact Cauchy surfaces S. The strong global causality forces these
domains to have the simple product topology S × R, and to admit global
times that fibre the spacetime by space-like surfaces homeomorphic to S
(accordingly to the naive image of a “space evolving in time”, though a
priori we do not dispose of any privileged time).

Another advantage of 3D gravity consists in the fact that we dispose of
very explicit local models for the manifolds of constant curvature, and this
allows us to adopt the very convenient technology of (X,G)-manifolds, that
is manifolds equipped with (maximal) special atlas (see e.g. Chapter B of [5]
for more details). Here X denotes the local model, G the group of isometries
of X which preserve the orientations. A special atlas has charts with values
onto open sets of X, and the chart changes are given by the restriction
to each connected component of their domain of definition of elements
g ∈ G. For every (X,G)-manifold M , a very general analytic continuation-
like construction, gives us pairs (d, h), where

d : M̃ → X

is a developing map defined on the universal covering of M ,

h : π(M) → G

is a holonomy representation of the fundamental group of M . The develop-
ing map is a local isometry, and it is unique up to post-composition with
elements g ∈ G:

d′ = g ◦ d .
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The holonomy representation is unique up to conjugation

h′ = ghg−1 .

Morever, for every γ ∈ π(M) we have

d(γ(x)) = h(γ)(d(x))

where we consider on the left the natural action of the fundamental group

on M̃ , on the right the action of G on X. A (X,G)-structure on M lifts to a

locally isometric structure on M̃ , and these share the same developing maps.
In many situations it is more meaningful to consider this lifted structure,
and keep track of the isometric action of the fundamental group of M on

M̃ . This technology is in fact very flexible, and applies to the very general
situation where G is any group of real analytic transformations of a model
space X (not necessarily a group of isometries).

Normalizing the constant curvature κ to be equal to 0,±1, for the Euclidean
signature of the metrics, we get the local models of the main 3-dimensional
geometries (flat, spherical, hyperbolic). These (in particular the hyper-
bolic geometry) are the central objects of Thurston’s geometrization pro-
gram, which dominates the 3-dimensional geometry and topology on the
last decades. For the Lorentzian signature, we get the well known Minkowski
space (κ = 0), de Sitter or anti- de Sitter spaces (κ = ±1 resp.). Recall that
the hyperbolic, de Sitter and anti- de Sitter spaces admit so called pro-
jective models for which the geodesics are represented by straight lines. In

particular the quadric in P
3(R) Q = {f(x1, . . . , x4) =

∑

i=1...3

x2
i = x2

4}, sep-

arates the model of the hyperbolic space H3 ∼= {f < 0} (Q also makes its
natural boundary) from the de Sitter space {f > 0}; in a sense hyperbolic
and de Sitter spaces share a “common boundary”.

1.2. Quantum Field Theory

Having as model Atiyah’s formalization of topological quantum field theory
(TQFT), we use the term “3D-quantum field theory”, roughly speaking, as
synonimous of:

Representation of some (2 + 1)-bordism category in the tensorial category
of complex linear spaces.

It is not necessary to recall here all the axioms. We simply say that in
a series of papers in collaboration with S. Baseilhac [1, 2, 3, 4] we have
developed a family DN , N ≥ 1 being any odd integer, of so called dilog-
arithmic quantum field theories (DQFT), for a suitable (2 + 1)-bordism
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category based on oriented compact 3-manifolds Y , which include prop-
erly embedded 1-dimensional framed links L, and are equipped with flat
connections (up to gauge equivalence) on principal PSL(2, C)-bundles on
Y \ L (equivalently, of conjugacy classes of PSL(2, C)-valued representa-
tions of the fundamental group of Y \ L), having arbitrary holonomy (non
necessarily trivial) at the meridians of the link components.

Each theory DN is finite dimensional and “exact” (in principle, everything
can be explicitely computed). The name depends on the fact that the build-
ing blocks are so called matrix dilogarithms of rank N , that are determined
automorphisms RN of CN ⊗ CN , associated to hyperbolic ideal tetrahedra
equipped with an elaborated extra-decoration, and that satisfy certain fun-
damental five terms identities.

In a sense, one could look at the DN ’s as a family of regularizations of one
comprehensive field theory. The “classical member” of the family (N = 1)
actually computes classical fundamental invariants (such as the volume
and the Chern-Simons invariant of finite volume hyperbolic 3-manifolds).
For links L in S3 equipped with the trivial flat bundle, DN computes the
Kashaev’s [27] invariant < L >N , later identified by Murakami-Murakami
[28] with JN (L)(exp(2πi/N), where JN denotes a suitably normalized col-
ored Jones invariant. At least conjecturally, but with some consistent geo-
metric motivations, D1 should be somewhat considered as D∞, that is the
“limit” of the “quantum” theories DN , N > 1, when N → ∞ (“Volume
Conjectures”).

Our first aim here is to give some geometric motivations supporting the
idea that these quantum field theories should be pertinent to 3D gravity.
The actual construction of DN ’s is quite complicated and also technically
heavy. For this, we address the interested reader to the papers mentioned
above. Here we will limit ourselves to say something about the building
blocks, the matrix dilogarithms, and to indicate a first step towards global
applications.

2. More 3D gravity

We want to motivate how a field theory, based on 3-manifolds equipped
with flat connections on principal PSL(2, C)-bundles, should be, in prin-
ciple, pertinent to 3D gravity. An immediate point of contact is given by
hyperbolic 3-manifolds. In fact, it is well known that PSL(2, C) is iden-
tified with the group of direct isometries of the hyperbolic space H3. The
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Riemann sphere S2 = P
1(C) forms the natural boundary of H3, and with

the natural projective action of PSL(2, C) on S2, we get a global action on
the compactification H3 ∪ S2 ∼= B3. Moreover, the action on the boundary
enterely determines the action on the whole closed ball B3.

Hence every hyperbolic manifold Y is naturally equipped with (the con-
jugacy class of) its holonomy representations, say ρ. If the manifold is
complete, ρ is an injective representation onto a subgroup Γ ∼= π(Y ) of

PSL(2, C) that acts freely and properly discontinuosly on H3 ∼= Ỹ , so
that Y is isometric to H3/Γ. More substantially, for finite volume complete
hyperbolic 3-manifolds we have the following volume rigidity result. We
summarize it in the compact case, but similar facts hold (with some tech-
nical complications) also for non compact cusped manifolds (see [15, 14]).

Let W be a compact closed oriented 3-manifold. Let us denote by R(W )
the set of conjugacy classes of representations of π(W ) with values in
PSL(2, C). Then it is well defined a volume function

Vol : R(W ) → R

such that, if ρ is the holonomy of a hyperbolic structure h on W , then:

(1) Vol(ρ) = Vol(W, h);
(2) ρ is the unique maximum of the volume function (hence the hyper-

bolic structure on W is unique up to isometry).

This geometric result is strictly related to the formulation of Euclidean 3D
gravity with negative cosmological constant, in terms of the so called “new
variables”, and a Chern-Simons action (see [9]). As fields one takes the
connections on principal PSL(2, C)-bundles (instead of the metrics), the
“constraint” equations imply that the “phase space” becomes the space
of flat connections (up to gauge equivalence), and the action essentially
consists of the above volume function. The classical solutions correspond
to the extremal action. A moral from this is:

The partion functions of any pertinent field theory should recover at least
this fundamental classical action, possibly in its complex version

CS(h) + iVol(h)

where CS(h) denotes the Chern-Simons invariant of the flat connection h.

We already mentioned that the classical member D1 of the family {DN} of
DQFT actually computes this classical action. Any instance of confirmation
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of “DN → D1 = D∞”, would support the pertinence of DFT to 3D gravity.

Now we want to outline how geometrically finite hyperbolic 3-manifolds
of infinite volume, not only give us natural examples for our equipped (2+
1)-bordism, but actually lead to concrete interactions between Lorentzian
space-times of constant curvature. This also indicates that the separation
of 3D gravity in different sectors, accordingly to the metric signature and
(the sign of) the curvature, should be somewhat misleading; by the way
changes of space-times topology are concretely realized in a purely classical
set up. In this sense, these field theories we are discussing of, should be po-
tentially pertinent to the whole 3D gravity, not only to its Euclidean sector
with negative cosmological constant, that has the hyperbolic manifolds as
classical solutions.

A few facts about geometrically finite hyperbolic 3-manifolds The following
description of complete geometrically finite hyperbolic manifolds is essen-
tially derived from Thurston’s work [13]. First, every such a manifold is
topologically tame, that is Y is diffeomorphic to the interior of a compact

manifold Ŷ . As we are assuming that Y = H3/Γ has infinite volume, the

boundary ∂Ŷ is non empty and contains at least one boundary component
S of genus g(S) > 1. For simplicity, we assume also that all the components

of ∂Ŷ are of genus at least 2, they are incompressible (i.e. their fundamen-
tal groups inject into the one of Y ), Y is not diffeomorphic to a product
S × R, and the group Γ doesn’t contain any parabolic element (i.e. all el-
ements different from the identity are of hyperbolic type). Geometrically

finite manifolds are characterized by the fact that a copy of Ŷ can be (topo-
logically at least) embedded into Y as its convex core C(Y ) (the maximal
convex subset of Y ). The connected components of Y \C(Y ) are called the
ends of Y ; there is one end for each boundary component S of C(Y ), and
this end is homeomorphic to S×R. The simplest case to figure out is when
C(Y ) is a hyperbolic submanifold of Y with totally geodesic boundary. In
this case the ends are said of Fuchsian type. The subgroup ΓS of Γ which
stabilizes an end is conjugate to a subgroup of PSL(2, R) ∼= Isom+(H2), so
that the totally geodesic surface S of ∂C(Y ) is identified with S = H2/ΓS .
In general we have quasi-Fuchsian deformation of the above situation. Let
us summarize some facts that hold in general:

(1) Every component S of ∂C(Y ) inherits from the ambient hyperbolic
structure of Y , an intrinsic structure of hyperbolic surface S = H2/Γi

S ,
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for a suitable subgroup Γi
S of PSL(2, R) (Γi

S = ΓS only for a Fuchsian
end). However, if S is not totally geodesic, the embedding of S into Y is
not smooth; there is a bending locus which makes a geodesic lamination
L of S. That is, L is a closed subset of S made by the disjoint union of
complete (possibly closed) geodesic of S. The bending amount is encoded
by a measure µ transverse to L (see e.g. [17, 16, 18]). Each component of
S \ L is locally embedded in Y as a geodesically complete hyperplane of
H3. The existence of the transverse measure implies that the closed leaves
of L, if any, are isolated.

(2) The end E(S) corresponding to S is foliated by the level surfaces of
the distance function from S. These surfaces are real analytically embedded
into Y only in the Fuchsian case. Otherwise, they are C1-embedded. By us-
ing the gradient of the distance function we can realize a retraction on E(S)
onto S. Each level surface contains a dense open set which is analytically
embedded, and consists of a part that is of negative constant curvature (for
the induced Riemannian metric), and of a flat part. The complement of
this open set projects (via the retraction) onto the lamination. There are
flat components iff there are closed leaves in L, and each flat component
projects onto a corresponding closed geodesic of L.

(3) The restriction hS to S of the holonomy h of Y is in fact the
holonomy of a projective structure on S, i.e. a (S2, PSL(2, C))- structure
(see above). A developing map, for the projective structure on S arising
in this way, is injective onto an open subset ΩS of S2 that is bounded
by a simple closed Jordan curve (this curve is a round circle exactly in
the Fuchsian case). The image ΓS

∼= π(S) of hS acts freely and properly
discontinuously on ΩS , so that the projective structure is given by ΩS/ΓS .
Summarizing:

We have a compactification Ê(S) of the end, that is homeomorphic to
S × [0, 1] and has a hyperbolic boundary component H2/Γi

S and a projec-
tive component ΩS/ΓS. The level surfaces of the distance function from S
interpolate these two boundary components.

The compactified end Ê(S) is completely determined (up to isometry) by
the pair (Γi

S , (L, µ)). Moreover, the family of the (Γi
S , (L, µ))’s, when S ⊂

∂C(Y ) varies, completely determines the whole hyperbolic manifold Y .

The last claim is a weak version of Bers theorem (in fact, it is enough
to consider the complex structures induced by the asymptotic projective
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structures); anyway, it already indicates a clear instance of “holographic”
behaviour.

Wick rotation This is a very basic general procedure of interplaying Lo-
rentzian and Riemannian manifolds.

Given a manifold M (of dimension n + 1) equipped with a Riemannian
metric g and a future oriented Lorentzian metric h, use g to identify h with
a field of tangent space automorphisms; then there is a unique g-unitary
and h-future directed vector fiels v = v(g, h) which is made by eigenvectors
of h with negative eigenvalues. Then the orthogonals w.r.t. g and h, to the
line bundle < v > ⊂ T (M) coincide (T (M) is the tangent bundle of M).

Let v be now any nowhere vanishing vector field on M , α, β : M → (0, +∞)
be positive functions, β > 1. For every (0, 2) symmetric tensor field K on
M , such that K(v(x), v(x)) 6= 0 for every x ∈ M , the formula

vα,β∗K(X, Y ) := α(x)K(X, Y )−β(x)K(v(x), X)K(v(x), Y )/K(v(x), v(x))

where X, Y ∈ T (M)x, x ∈ M , define a new tensor obtained, by definition,
via the Wick rotation directed by v and with rescaling functions α, β. Such
a Wick rotation establishes a bijection vα,β∗ between the set of Riemannian
metrics and the set of future oriented Lorentzian metrics on M for which
the field v is future directed of time type. In fact vα,β∗

−1 = v1/α,1/β∗. If
g and h are related by such a rotation, then the g-unitary field v/||v|| co-
incides with v(g, h); the pair (g, v), and the rescaling functions, determine
the global causal structure of the space-time (M, h). Note that, with the
present definition of Wick rotation, generic g and h are not related by any
rotation directed by v(g, h), because their restrictions to < v(g, h) >⊥ are
in general not conformal. Recall that the particular case of Wick rotation
relating the standard Euclidean and Minkowski metrics on Rn+1, is some-
times indicated as “passing to the imaginary time”.

Domains of dependence of constant curvature with compact Cauchy sur-
faces What we are going to summarize is largely due to Mess [10], with
some complements (concerning the canonical cosmological time, and the
Wick rotations) from [6, 8, 11]. We denote by (Xκ, Gκ) the local models for
the Lorentzian spacetimes of constant curvature κ = 0,±1. The key point is
that any pair (Γi

S , (L, µ)) as above, that completely encodes an end E(S) of
some geometrically finite manifold Y , also encodes domains of dependences,
with Cauchy surface homeomorphic to S, of arbitrary constant curvature.
Moreover, the end and (some of) these spacetimes are related via canonical
Wick rotations. More precisely:
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For every κ = 0,±1, and every pair (Γi
S , (L, µ)) as above, one can con-

struct a canonical maximal domain of dependence Dκ = Dκ(Γi
S , (L, µ)) of

constant curvature κ, with Cauchy surfaces homeomorphic to S such that:

(a) The universal covering D̃κ can be realized as an open subset of Xκ,
and coincides with the image of an injective developing map. The image
Γκ

∼= π(S) in Gκ of the holonomy acts freely and properly discontinuously

on D̃κ, so that Dκ = D̃κ/Γκ.

(b) Dκ has a canonical cosmological time, say t (see [12] for some
generality on this notion). For every event x ∈ Dκ, t(x) is the proper time
that x has been in existence and coincides with its finite Lorentz distance
from the initial singularity Σκ of Dκ.

The (lifted) initial singularity Σ̃κ of D̃κ is a real tree which is embedded in

space-like way on the frontier of D̃κ in Xκ. The fundamental group π(S)

acts on Σ̃κ by isometry.

The isometric actions of π(S) on the level surfaces of the canonical time t̃

of D̃κ, converge in the sense of Gromov, when t̃ → 0, to that action on the

initial singularity. This real tree Σ̃κ is the dual one to the (lifted) measured

geodesic lamination (L̃, µ̃), and everything is π(S)-equivariant.

For the notions of Gromov convergence, real tree and for Skora duality
theorem, see e.g. [16]. Metric simplicial trees, possibly with vertices of in-
finite valence, are particular instance of real trees, that are dual to the
simplest measured geodesic laminations made by a finite number of dis-
joint “weighted” simple closed geodesics. This special case is already very
important because it makes a dense subset of the whole space of measured
geodesic laminations.

(c) When κ = −1, t is a fibration over (0, π). Consider the fibred subset

P = {t ≤ π/2}

of D−1. The area of the level surfaces is strictly increasing with t on P, and
Sπ/2 realizes the absolute maximum of the area of the level surfaces of t.

All the level surfaces, with the exception of Sπ/2, are C1-embedded in P,
while the embedding of Sπ/2 has a bending locus, so that:

The structure (Γi
S , (L, µ)) eventually gets a further geometric realization in

X−1 (instead of H3).

When κ = 0, t is a fibration over (0, +∞). The area of the level surfaces is
strictly increasing and tends to ∞ when t → +∞.
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The rescaled level surfaces (1/t̃)St̃ of D̃0, with the isometric action of π(S),

converge in the sense of Gromov, when t̃ → +∞, to (H2, Γi
S).

(d) On P>π/4 = P ∩ {π/2 > t > π/4}, when κ = −1, and on (D0)>1

when κ = 0 respectively,

There are canonical (and explicit) Wick rotations, directed by the gradient
of the canonical time, with rescaling functions that are constant on each
t-level surfaces, and which convert P>π/4 and (D0)>1 respectively into the
whole end E(S), the t-level surfaces becoming the level surfaces of the dis-
tance function from the component S of the convex core C(Y ).

These rotations extend continuously onto the compactification of the end

Ê(S), in such a way that the maximal area t-level surface Sπ/2, with its
bending lamination, maps isometrically onto the hyperbolic boundary com-

ponent S, while S̃π/4 maps onto ΩS, reproducing the developing map of the
projective boundary component. A similar fact holds for the level surface

S̃1, when κ = 0.

The above discussion applies to the space-times of constant negative cur-
vature (1/κ)D−1(Γ

i
S , (L, κµ)), κ ∈ [1, +∞[. It depends continuosly on the

parameter κ, and interpolates D0 and D−1.

(e) One can define explicit rescaling functions on P<π/4, constant on
the t-level surfaces, which convert P<π/4 into the dependence domain D1

of positive constant curvature 1, in such a way that the t-level surfaces of
P<π/4 become the t-level surfaces of D1. A similar result holds for (D0)<1

contained in D0. Moreover, all this “fits well” with the Wick rotations, at
the “common boundary” of the hyperbolic and de Sitter space.

Some complementary remarks are in order.

Remarks 2.1.

(1) All the above discussion extends (in a simpler way) to the Fuch-
sian case. Here we assume that the lamination is empty (or that the trans-
verse measure is equal to 0). For every κ, there is a natural inclusion of
PSL(2, R) into Gκ (for example, for k = 0 it embeds as the linear part
of the Lorentz group; for κ = −1, we have the diagonal embedding into
G−1

∼= PSL(2, R) × PSL(2, R)). So there is a natural suspension of the
hyperbolic surface H2/ΓS by the spacetime Dκ/ΓS ; Dκ is a suitable sim-
ple PSL(2, R)-invariant domain of Xκ (for κ = 0 it is the future I+(0) of
the origin in the Minkowski space R2+1; for κ = −1 it is the domain of
dependence of a space-like hyperplane). Note that
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These Fuchsian cases are characterized by the fact that the canonical
time is smooth, and that the initial singularity reduces to one point.

(2) The gradient of the cosmological time is C0, however, the Wick
rotations eventually determine real analytic identifications between the
Lorentzian space-times and the hyperbolic ends.

(3) The measured geodesic laminations (L, µ) occurring as bending
laminations of ends of geometrically finite manifolds, are of special type
(see [19]): in fact the convexity implies that one bends always in the same
direction, and this imposes some constraints on the transverse measure. On
the other hand, all the above discussion on the domains of dependence of
constant curvature encoded by pairs (S, (L, µ)), where S is any hyperbolic
surface, works anyway, for arbitrary measured geodesic laminations on S.
We still have the Wick rotations that convert the Lorentzian space-times
into hyperbolic 3-manifolds homeomorphic to S × R, of a more general
type than the ends of geometrically finite manifolds. In particular, there
are involved projective structures on S of a more general type, for instance
having developing map which are surjective onto the whole S2 (and not
injective).

(4) Beware that we actually forget substantial geometric informations,
by only keeping track of the holonomy of the projective boundary of the
end: for examples ([20]), there are holonomies of a quasi-Fuchsian (even
Fuchsian) structures (as before), that are also holonomies of projective
structures with completely different developing map (i.e. surjective onto
the whole S2).

(5) It seems interesting to study the maximal analytic continuations in
Y of the Wick rotations that we have defined on the ends, to develop a no-
tion of “Wick cut locus” and so on. Moreover, it is interesting to study these
Wick rotations on higher dimensional constant curvature (in particular flat
- see [11]) space-times.

(6) As we have concretely interpreted any geometrically finite hyper-
bolic 3-manifold Y as an interaction between space-times of constant cur-
vature, further classical invariants (such as the volume of the convex core
C(Y )) give us a first measure of the “amplitude” of this interaction, and
one would recover them in a pertinent field theory.
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3. About the matrix dilogarithms

As promised we are going to say something about the building blocks of
the dilogarithmic field theories DN .

On the geometric/combinatorial side, the basic building blocks of our con-
structions are certain decorated I-tetrahedra.

An I-tetrahedron (∆, b, w) consists of

(1) An oriented tetrahedron ∆, (that we usually represent as positively
embedded in R3, oriented by its standard basis).

(2) A branching b on ∆, that is a choice of edge orientation associated
to a total ordering v0, v1, v2, v3 of the vertices by the rule: each edge is
oriented by the arrow emanating from the smallest endpoint.

Denote by E(∆) the set of b-oriented edges of ∆, and by e′ the edge opposite
to e. We put e0 = [v0, v1], e1 = [v1, v2] and e2 = [v0, v2] = −[v2, v0]. These
are the edges of the face opposite to the vertex v3.

(3) A modular triple, w = (w0, w1, w2) = (w(e0), w(e1), w(e2)) ∈ (C \
{0, 1})3 such that (indices mod(Z/3Z)):

wj+1 = 1/(1 − wj) . (3.1)

Hence w0w1w2 = −1, and this gives a cross-ratio modulus w(e) to each
edge e of ∆, by imposing that w(e) = w(e′).

We say that w is non degenerate if the imaginary parts of the wj ’s are not
equal to zero; in such a case they share the same sign ∗w = ±1.

The ordered triple of edges

(e0 = [v0, v1], e2 = [v0, v2], e
′
1 = [v0, v3]) (3.2)

departing from v0 defines a b-orientation of ∆. This orientation may or
may not agree with the given orientation of ∆. In the first case we say that
b is of index ∗b = 1, and it is of index ∗b = −1 otherwise.

The 2-faces of ∆ can be named and ordered by their opposite vertices. Each
2-face f has two orientations: the boundary one, via the convenction “last
the ingoing normal” and the b-orientation, i.e. the prevailing one among
the three b-oriented edges which make the boundary of f .

Consider the half space model of the hyperbolic space H3. We orient it as
an open set of R3. The natural boundary ∂H̄3 = CP1 of H3 is oriented
by its complex structure. Up to direct isometry, an I-tetrahedron (∆, b, w)
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can be realized as an hyperbolic ideal tetrahedron with 4 distinct b-ordered
vertices u0, u1, u2, u3 on ∂H̄3, in such a way that

w0 = (u2 − u1)(u3 − u0)/(u2 − u0)(u3 − u1) .

These 4 points span a ‘flat’ (2-dimensional) tetrahedron exactly when the
modular triple is degenerate (real). When it is non-degenerate, we get a
positive embedding of ∆, with its own orientation, onto the corresponding
hyperbolic ideal tetrahedron in H3 iff ∗b∗w = 1.

Given any I-tetrahedron (∆, b, w), we consider an extra-decoration made
by two Z-valued functions defined on the edges of ∆, called flattening and
integral charge respectively. These functions share the property that oppo-
site edges take the same value, hence it is enough to specify their values on
the edges e0, e1, e2.

We denote by log the standard branch of the logarithm which has the
arguments in ] − π, π].

For every f = (f0, f1, f2), fi = f(wi) ∈ Z, set

lj = lj(b, w, f) = log(wj) + iπfj

for j = 1, 2, 3. We say that (f0, f1, f2) is a flattening of (∆, b, w), if

l0 + l1 + l2 = 0 .

We call lj a log-branch of (∆, b, w) for the edge ej .

An integral charge is a function c = (c0, c1, c2), ci = c(wi) ∈ Z, such that
c0 +c1 +c2 = 1. A I-tetrahedron endowed with a flattening and an integral
charge is said flat/charged.

For every N > 0, any function

A : C \ {0, 1} → Aut(CN ⊗ CN )

can be interpreted as a function of I-tetrahedra:

A(∆, b, w) := A(w0)
∗b

as follows. CN ⊗ CN is endowed with the standard basis, so A = A(x) ∈

Aut(CN ⊗ CN ) is given by its matrix elements Aδ,γ
β,α, where α, . . . , δ ∈

{0, . . . , N − 1}. We denote by Ā = Ā(x) the inverse of A(x), with en-

tries Āβ,α
δ,γ . We have already used the branching b to select w0 among the

triple of cross-ratio moduli. We use again the branching to associate to each
2-face of ∆ one index among γ, δ; α, β. The rule is shown in Fig. 3.1.
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1
−1

x x

δ

γ

β α
δ

β

γ

α

Figure 3.1. A(∆, b, w) = A∗b(w0), x = w0.

The matrix dilogarithm of rank N , N ≥ 1 being any odd integer, is an
explicitely given

RN (∆, b, w, f, c) = RN (w0, f, c)∗b

defined on flat/charged I-tetrahedra, which satisfies fundamental five terms
identities. The supports of these identities are suitable I-flat/charged ver-
sions, called transit configurations, of the basic 2 → 3 bistellar (sometimes
called Pachner or Matveev-Piergallini, see e.g. [21]) local move on 3D tri-
angulations. The bare move is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2. The bare 2 → 3 move.

We postulate that all the 5 tetrahedra involved in the move are oriented
and that they induce opposite orientations on every common 2-face. Hence,
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we have two triangulations T and T ′ (by 2 and 3 tetrahedra resp.) of a same
oriented polyhedron, and each tetrahedron inherits the induced orientation.
A triangulation say H, like T or T ′, can be considered as a finite family of
abstract tetrahedra, with a fixed identification rule of some pairs of abstract
2-faces. Denote by E(H) the set of edges of H, by E∆(H) the whole set of
edges of the associated abstract tetrahedra, and by ǫH : E∆(H) −→ E(H)
the natural identification map.

Assume now that each tetrahedron of T and T ′ is I-flat/charged. We have to
specify, for every ingredient of the decoration (branchings, modular triples,
flattenings, integral charges), the constraints that they must satisfy, to have
a transit configuration. First of all we require that T and T ′ are globally
branched triangulations (T, b) and (T ′, b′), where b and b′ are edge orienta-
tions which induce a branching on each abstract tetrahedron.

An I-transit

(T, b, w) → (T ′, b′, w′)

consists of a bare triangulation 2 → 3 move T → T ′ that extends to a
branching move (T, b) → (T ′, b′), i.e. the two branchings coincide on the
‘common’ edges of T and T ′. Moreover the modular triples have the fol-
lowing behaviour. For each common edge e ∈ ǫT (E(T )) ∩ ǫT ′(E(T ′)) we
have ∏

a∈ǫ−1

T
(e)

w(a)∗ =
∏

a′∈ǫ−1

T ′
(e)

w′(a′)∗ (3.3)

where ∗ = ±1 according to the b-orientation of the abstract tetrahedron
containing a (resp. a′).

Note that the above condition on the modular triples implies that the prod-
uct of the w′(a′)∗’s around the “new” edge of T ′ is equal to 1. So the inverse
3 → 2 transits are defined in the very same way, providing that this last
condition is verified on T ′.

Fig. 3.3 represents one specific instance of I-transit. On each tetrahedron
we have indicated the corresponding w0. Note that in this peculiar case all
∗b’s are equal to 1. Assume also that all the modular triples are non degen-
erate, and share the same sign ∗w = ±1. In this case the transit conditions
for the modular triples have a transparent geometric meaning. In fact, we
are in presence of an oriented convex hyperbolic ideal polyhedron, endowed
with two different geometric triangulations by two (resp. three) positevely
embedded non degenerate ideal tetrahedra. The above transit conditions
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(including the exponents ∗b’s) is the natural (algebraic) extension to situ-
ations including arbitrarily oriented ideal tetrahedra (where the convexity
is possibly lost, possibly there are overlappings, and so on).

y

y/x x

y(1−x)/x(1−y)

(1−x)/(1−y)

Figure 3.3. A peculiar instance of I-transit.

We define now the notion of transit for flattened I-tetrahedra. The simple
idea is just to take formally the log of the I-transits.

Consider a 2 → 3 I-transit (T, b, w) → (T ′, b′, w′) as above. Give a flat-
tening on each tetrahedron of the initial configuration, and denote by
l : E∆(T ) → C the corresponding log-branch function on T . Recall the
definition of the map ǫT given above. Then, a map f ′ : E∆(T ′) → Z defines
a 2 → 3 flattening transit (T, b, w, f) → (T ′, b′, w′, f ′) if, for each common
edge e ∈ T ∩ T ′ we have the following relations between the associated
log-branches: ∑

a∈ǫ−1

T
(e)

∗ l(a) =
∑

a′∈ǫ−1

T ′
(e)

∗ l′(a′) (3.4)

where ∗ = ±1 according to the b-orientation of the tetrahedron that con-
tains a (resp. a′).

The sum of values of l′ about the new edge of T ′ is equal to zero. So the
flattening transits for the inverse 3 → 2 moves are defined in exactly the
same way, except that we also require that this last condition holds.

A 2 → 3 branched move (T, b, c) → (T ′, b′, c′) on charged tetrahedra is a
integral charge transit if, for each common edge e ∈ T ∩ T ′ we have the
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following relations between the associated charges:
∑

a∈ǫ−1

T
(e)

c(a) =
∑

a′∈ǫ−1

T ′
(e)

c′(a′). (3.5)

These conditions implies that the sum of the charges around the new edge
of T ′ is equal to 2. So we have to impose this last condition in order to
define the inverse 3 → 2 transits.

Finally the flat/charged I-transits are defined by assembling the above def-
initions.

Assume that we are in a flat/charged I-transit configuration, and let us
associate to each abstract tetrahedron the corresponding RN (∆, b, w, f, c).

A state of (T, b, w, f, c) is a function which associate to every triangle of the
2-skeleton of T a value in {0, . . . , N −1}. So, every state determines indeed
a matrix element of each matrix dilogarithm. As two tetrahedra induce
opposite orientation on any common face, our formal identification rule

RN (∆, b, w, f, c) = RN (w0, f, c)∗b

implies that a common index at such a common face actually is “down” for
one while it is “up” for the other. By applying Einstein rule of “summing
on repeated indices”, we get the contraction (or the trace) of these patterns
of tensors. We denote this trace by

∏

∆⊂T

RN (∆, b, w, f, c) .

Do similarly for (T ′, b′, w′, f ′, c′).
As any flat/charged I-transit is, in particular, a branching transit, then
the traces of the two patterns of dilogarithms are tensors of the same type.
Finally we can formally state the main result about the five terms identities.

Theorem 3.1. For every odd N ≥ 1, for any 2 → 3 flat/charge I-transit

(T, b, w, f, c) → (T ′, b′, w′, f ′, c′)

the traces of the two patterns of associated matrix dilogarithms lead to the
same tensor, possibly up to a sign and multiplication by N th roots of unity.
In formula

∏

∆⊂T

RN (∆, b, w, f, c) ≡N ±
∏

∆′⊂T ′

RN (∆′, b′, w′, f ′, c′) (3.6)

where ≡N means equality up to multiplication by N th roots of unity.
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In fact, these matrix dilogarithms RN , as well as the elaborated extra deco-
ration on I-tetrahedra, arise from the solution of a symmetrization problem
for a family of basic matrix dilogarithms LN (∆, b, w) which only satisfy one
peculiar five terms identity (called matrix Schaeffer’s identity), with deter-
mined geometric constraints on the cross ratio moduli. It corresponds to
the I-transit of Fig. 3.3, with the convexity constraints discussed above.

In the classical case N = 1 the basic dilogarithm coincides with (the ex-
ponential of) the classical Rogers dilogarithm (see [22, 23, 24]); in fact the
matrix Schaeffer’s identity is modeled on the classical one verified by the
Rogers dilogarithm.

The quantum (N > 1) basic dilogarithms are derived from the 6j-symbols
for the cyclic representation theory of a Borel quantum subalgebra Bζ of
Uζ(sl(2, C)), where ζ = exp(2iπ/N) (see [25, 26, 29]).

The solution of the symmetrization problem involves a uniformization of the
basic dilogarithms, and the study of their behaviour w.r.t. the tetrahedral
symmetries.

A first step towards global results.

This first step consists of the idealization of so called D-triangulations
of compact oriented 3-manifolds Y (possibly with non empty boundary),
equipped with a flat connection ρ on a principal PSL(2, C)-bundle on Y .

Let T be a quasi-regular triangulation of Y (i.e. every edge of T has two dis-
tinct end-points), equipped with a global branching b (induced, for example,
by a total ordering on the vertices of T ), and with a generic PSL(2, C)-
valued 1-cocycle z, representing ρ (up to gauge equivalence).

Then, for every tetrahedron (∆, b, z) of T (as usual, we write zj = z(ej)
and z′j = z(e′j))

u0 = 0, u1 = z0(0), u2 = z0z1(0), u3 = z0z1z
′
0(0)

are 4 distinct points on C ⊂ CP1 = ∂H̄3. So, we can associate to ej and e′j
the same cross-ratio modulus wj ∈ C \ {0, 1} of the hyperbolic ideal tetra-
hedron spanned by (u0, u1, u2, u3), getting an I-tetrahedron. The union of
these I-tetrahedra actually makes an I-triangulation of Y , that is, at each
interior edge of T , it is satisfied the following edge compatibility condition:

∏
a∈ǫ−1

T
(e) wj(a)∗bj = 1

where ∗bj = ±1 according to the bj-orientation of the tetrahedron ∆j that
contains a. This condition is a natural one to impose, in order to have a
class of triangulations which is stable for the I-transits.
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But this is only the beginning. We have to get global flat/charge, to deduce
full invariance results from the simple transit invariance, for the contrac-
tions of patterns of matrix dilogarithms associated to globally flat/charged
triangulations, and so on. The interested reader is addressed to the papers
quoted in the references.
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